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Abstract—For millimeter wave (mmWave) massive multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, hybrid processing ar-
chitecture is usually used to reduce the complexity and cost,
which poses a very challenging issue in channel estimation.
In this paper, deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is
employed to address this problem. We first propose a spatial-
frequency CNN (SF-CNN) based channel estimation exploiting
both the spatial and frequency correlation, where the corrupted
channel matrices at adjacent subcarriers are input into the CNN
simultaneously. Then, exploiting the temporal correlation in time-
varying channels, a spatial-frequency-temporal CNN (SFT-CNN)
based approach is developed to further improve the accuracy.
Moreover, we design a spatial pilot-reduced CNN (SPR-CNN)
to save spatial pilot overhead for channel estimation, where
channels in several successive coherence intervals are grouped
and estimated by a channel estimation unit with memory.
Numerical results show that the proposed SF-CNN and SFT-CNN
based approaches outperform the non-ideal minimum mean-
squared error (MMSE) estimator but with reduced complexity,
and achieve the performance close to the ideal MMSE estimator
that is impossible to be implemented in practical situations. They
are also robust to different propagation scenarios. The SPR-CNN
based approach achieves comparable performance to SF-CNN
based approach while only requires about one third of spatial
pilot overhead at the cost of slightly increased complexity. Our
work clearly shows that deep CNN can efficiently exploit channel
correlation to improve the estimation performance for mmWave
massive MIMO systems.
Index Terms—mmWave massive MIMO, deep CNN, channel
estimation, channel correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter wave (mmWave) communications can meet the
high data rate demand due to its large bandwidth. Its high
propagation loss can be well compensated by using massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique [2]−[5].
However, Due to the limited physical space with closely placed
antennas and prohibitive power consumption in mmWave
massive MIMO systems, it is difficult to equip a dedicated
radio frequency (RF) chain for each antenna. To reduce com-
plexity and cost, phase shifter based two-stage architecture,
usually called hybrid architecture, is widely used at both the
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transmitter and the receiver to connect a large number of
antennas with much fewer RF chains [6], [7].
For mmWave massive MIMO systems with the hybrid archi-
tecture, channel estimation is a challenging problem. In [8],
a hierarchical multi-resolution codebook has been designed,
based on which an adaptive channel estimation algorithm has
been developed by exploiting the channel sparsity. In [9], the
structured sparsity in angle domain has been utilized to esti-
mate the wideband channel for multi-user mmWave massive
MIMO uplink. In [10], a channel estimation approach has been
developed for mmWave massive MIMO orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) systems with low-precision
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). For the mmWave MIMO-
OFDM downlink, a channel parameter estimation for the
angles, time delays, and fading coefficients has been proposed
in [11] resorting to the low-rank tensor decomposition. In-
stead of estimating the mmWave MIMO channel directly, the
method for singular subspace estimation has been proposed
in [12], based on which a subspace decomposition algorithm
has been further developed to design the hybrid analog-digital
architecture.
Compared to the conventional methods, machine learning
(ML) is more powerful to uncover the inherent characteristics
inside data/signals collected in an end-to-end manner and thus
can achieve better performance when addressing various prob-
lems in wireless communications [13]. In [14], deep learning
(DL) has been successfully used in joint channel estimation
and signal detection of OFDM systems with interference and
non-linear distortions. In [15], iterative channel estimation
has been proposed for the 3D lens mmWave massive MIMO
systems, where denoising neural network (NN) is used in each
iteration to update the estimated channel. To reduce the CSI
feedback overhead of the frequency duplex division (FDD)
massive MIMO system, DL has been employed in [16] to com-
press the channel into a low dimensional codeword and then
to perform recovery with high accuracy. Exploiting temporal
correlation of the channel, long short-term memory (LSTM)
based deep NN has been introduced in [17] to develop a more
efficient channel compression and recovery method for the CSI
feedback. In [18], DL has been applied to estimate channels
in wireless power transfer systems, which outperforms the
conventional scheme in terms of both estimation accuracy
and harvested energy. In [19], supervised learning algorithms
have been used to acquire the downlink CSI for FDD massive
MIMO systems with reduced overheads for pilot and CSI
feedback. In [20], the supervised learning has been exploited
to perform blind detection for massive MIMO systems with
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2low-precision ADCs.
In this paper, we use the deep convolutional NN (CNN)
to address channel estimation for mmWave massive MIMO-
OFDM systems. To exploit the correlation among channels
at adjacent subcarriers in OFDM, we first propose a spatial-
frequency CNN (SF-CNN) based channel estimation, where
the tentatively estimated channel matrices at adjacent subcar-
riers are input into the CNN simultaneously [1]. To further
exploit the temporal correlation, a spatial-frequency-temporal
CNN (SFT-CNN) based channel estimation is developed,
where the channel information of the previous coherence
interval is utilized when estimating the channel matrices of
the current coherence interval. The SFT-CNN based approach
incorporates all types of channel correlation in a simple way
and yields remarkable performance gains that can be used to
significantly save the spatial pilot overhead due to large-scale
arrays. Therefore, we propose a spatial pilot-reduced CNN
(SPR-CNN) based channel estimation, where channels in sev-
eral successive coherence intervals are grouped and estimated
by a channel estimation unit (CEU) with memory. From the
numerical results, the proposed SF-CNN and SFT-CNN based
approaches outperform the non-ideal minimum mean-squared
error (MMSE) estimator and achieve the performance very
close to the ideal MMSE estimator that is impossible to be
implemented in practical systems. They are also with lower
complexity than the conventional approaches and exhibit the
unique robustness to maintain the fairly good performance
when facing different channel statistics. The SPR-CNN based
approach achieves comparable performance to SF-CNN based
approach by using only about one third of spatial pilot
overhead and slightly increased complexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the considered mmWave massive MIMO system,
followed by the proposed SF-CNN based channel estimation
in Section III. Section IV further develops the SFT-CNN and
SPR-CNN based channel estimation. Numerical results are
provided in Section V and finally Section VI gives concluding
remarks.
Notations: In this paper, we use upper and lower case
boldface letters to denote matrices and vectors, respectively.
‖·‖F , (·)T , (·)H , (·)−1, and E{·} represent the Frobenius
norm, transpose, conjugate transpose, inverse, and expectation,
respectively. CN (µ, σ2) represents circular symmetric com-
plex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. δ(·)
and d·e denote the delta function and ceiling function. N+
denotes the set of all positive integers.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a mmWave massive MIMO-OFDM system as
in Fig. 1, where the transmitter is with NT antennas and NRFT
RF chains and the receiver is with NR antennas and NRFR RF
chains. Phase shifters are employed to connect a large number
of antennas with a much fewer number of RF chains at both
the transmitter and the receiver sides. We therefore assume
NT  NRFT and NR  NRFR .
According to [9], the NR×NT channel matrix between the
receiver and the transmitter in the delay domain is given by
H(τ) =
√
NTNR
L
L∑
l=1
αlδ(τ − τl)aR(ϕl)aHT (φl), (1)
where L is the number of paths, αl ∼ CN (0, σ2α) is the
propagation gain of the lth path with the average power gain,
σ2α, τl is the delay of the lth path, ϕl and φl ∈ [0, 2pi]
are the azimuth angles of arrival and departure (AoA/AoD)
at the receiver and the transmitter, respectively. For uniform
linear array (ULA), the corresponding response vectors can be
expressed as
aR(ϕl) =
1√
NR
[
1, e−j2pi
d
λ sin(ϕl), . . . , e−j2pi
d
λ (NR−1) sin(ϕl)
]T
,
(2)
aT(φl) =
1√
NT
[
1, e−j2pi
d
λ sin(φl), . . . , e−j2pi
d
λ (NT−1) sin(φl)
]T
,
(3)
where d and λ denote the distance between the adjacent
antennas and carrier wavelength, respectively.
According to the channel model in (1), the frequency
domain channel of the kth subcarrier in OFDM is given by
Hk =
√
NTNR
L
L∑
l=1
αle
−j2piτlfs kK aR(ϕl)aHT (φl), (4)
where fs denotes the sampling rate and K is the number of
OFDM subcarriers.
To estimate Hk, the pilot signal, xk,u, is transmitted using
the beamforming vector fk,u ∈ CNT×1, u = 1, . . . ,MT,
during MT successive time slots. The receiver employs MR
combining vectors, wk,v ∈ CNR×1, v = 1, . . . ,MR, to process
each beamforming vector, which therefore requires MT
⌈
MR
NRFR
⌉
channel uses. Then the pilot signal matrix associated with the
kth subcarrier at the baseband of the receiver can be written
as
Yk = W
H
k HkFkXk + N˜k, (5)
where Wk = [wk,1, . . . ,wk,MR ] and Fk = [fk,1, . . . , fk,MT ]
are combining matrix and beamforming matrix, respectively,
Xk is an MT × MT diagonal matrix with its uth diagonal
element being xk,u. N˜k = WHk Nk denotes the effective
noise after combining and Nk is additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with CN (0, 1) elements before combining.
III. SF-CNN BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we first elaborate the SF-CNN based channel
estimation, including an overview of the proposed approach,
the offline training of SF-CNN, and the online deployment.
Then the computational complexity for the online estimation
is analyzed.
A. Algorithm Description
1) Channel Estimation Procedure: Fig. 1 illustrates the
channel estimation procedure for Q = 2 adjacent subcarriers,
k0 and k0 + 1, to simplify our discussion even if it is trivial
to extend to the case with Q > 2. Without loss of generality,
we assume the worst case that Wk = W, Fk = F, and
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Fig. 1. SF-CNN based channel estimation.
Xk =
√
P I for k ∈ {k0, k0 + 1}, where P denotes the
transmit power. The pilot signal matrix, Yk, becomes
Yk =
√
PWHHkF + N˜k. (6)
Then Yk goes through the tentative estimation (TE) module,
which uses two matrices, GL and GR, to process Yk and
outputs a coarse estimation of Hk, that is,
Rk = GLYkGR =
√
PGLW
HHkFGR + GLN˜kGR, (7)
where
GL =
{
W, MR < NR,
(WWH)−1W, MR ≥ NR,
(8)
and
GR =
{
FH , MT < NT,
FH(FFH)−1, MT ≥ NT.
(9)
The tentatively estimated channel matrices Rk0 and Rk0+1
are then input into the SF-CNN simultaneously, which outputs
the estimated channel matrices Hˆk0 and Hˆk0+1 through the
mapping relationship{
Hˆk0 , Hˆk0+1
}
= fΦ (Rk0 ,Rk0+1; Φ) , (10)
where Φ denotes the parameter set of the SF-CNN.
2) SF-CNN Offline Training: For the proposed SF-CNN, the
training set consisting of Ntr samples is generated according
to certain channel model in the simulation environment with
(Ri,Hi) denoting the ith sample, where Ri is the input
data and Hi is the target data. Ri ∈ CNR×NT×2 is a three-
dimensional matrix composed of Rik′0 ,R
i
k′0+1
∈ CNR×NT ,
which are the tentatively estimated channel matrices at sub-
carrier k′0 and k
′
0 + 1 collected through (7) with k
′
0 ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,K}. Hi ∈ CNR×NT×2 is also a three-dimensional
matrix composed of
Hi
k′0
c ,
Hi
k′0+1
c ∈ CNR×NT , where Hik′0 and
Hik′0+1
are the corresponding true channel matrices. c > 0 is
a scaling constant to make the value range of the real and
imaginary parts of all the target data, Hi, match the activation
function applied in the output layer of the SF-CNN and to
easily recover the channel. Then Ri is fed into the SF-CNN
to approximate the corresponding scaled true channels Hi.
For the mmWave massive MIMO systems, we use NT = 32,
NR = 16 as a typical example. As shown in Fig. 1, the
SF-CNN receives the tentatively estimated complex channel
matrices, Rik′0 ∈ C
16×32 and Rik′0+1 ∈ C
16×32, as the input
and separates their real and imaginary parts so that four
16 × 32 real-valued matrices are obtained. In the subsequent
convolutional layer, the four matrices are processed by 64
3 × 3 × 4 convolutional filters with the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) activation function to generate 64 16×32 real-valued
matrices. Zero padding (ZP) is used when processing each
feature matrix so that its dimension maintains unchanged
after convolution. Then a batch normalization (BN) layer is
added to avoid the gradient diffusion and overfitting. For the
next eight convolutional layers, each uses 64 3 × 3 × 64
filters to operate ZP convolution with the feature matrices
passed by the previous layer and outputs 64 16 × 32 real-
valued feature matrices. ReLU activation function is applied
for these eight layers, each of which is followed by a BN
layer. The output layer uses four 3 × 3 × 64 convolutional
filters to process the 64 16 × 32 real-valued feature matrices
and obtains the estimated real and imaginary parts of the
scaled channel matrices at the k′0th and (k
′
0 + 1)th subcarrier,
i.e.,
Re(Hˆi
k′0
)
c ,
Im(Hˆi
k′0
)
c ,
Re(Hˆi
k′0+1
)
c , and
Im(Hˆi
k′0+1
)
c . Hyperbolic
tangent activation function is used in the output layer to
map the output into interval [−1, 1]. After scaling up and
combining the corresponding real and imaginary parts, the
16× 32 complex-valued estimated channel matrices, Hˆik′0 and
Hˆik′0+1
, are obtained.
The objective of the offline training for the SF-CNN is to
minimize the MSE loss function
MSELoss =
1
Ntrc2
Ntr∑
i=1
2∑
q=1
∥∥∥Hik′0+q−1 − Hˆik′0+q−1∥∥∥2F . (11)
3) Online Deployment Issue: After the offline training,
the SF-CNN as well as the TE module will be deployed
at the receiver to output the estimated channel matrices,
Hˆk0 , Hˆk0+1, . . . , Hˆk0+Q−1, by jointly processing the pilot
matrices, Yk0 ,Yk0+1, . . . ,Yk0+Q−1. If the actual channel
model differs from that used to generate the training set, a
straightforward solution is fine-tuning but it is hindered by
the difficulty to collect data corresponding to the true channels.
Fortunately, as shown by Fig. 5 in Section V, the offline trained
SF-CNN is quite robust to the new channel statistics that are
not observed before. This implies that further online fine-
4TABLE I
SF-CNN PARAMETER SETTINGS
l M1,l M2,l Fl Nl−1 Nl
1 16 32 3 4 64
2 ∼ 9 16 32 3 64 64
10 16 32 3 64 4
tuning only provides marginal performance improvements and
hence might not be necessary.
B. Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the computational complexity
of the proposed SF-CNN based channel estimation in testing
stage and compare it with the non-ideal MMSE using es-
timated covariance matrix. The required number of floating
point operations (FLOPs) is used as the metric.
For the proposed approach, the FLOPs come from the
TE module processing in (7) and SF-CNN. By assuming
MT = NT and MR = NR, the matrix product in (7)
requires FLOPs of CTE ∼ O(QNTNR(NT + NR)) [21].
According to [22], the required FLOPs of SF-CNN processing
is CSF-CNN ∼ O
(∑Lc
l=1M1,lM2,lF
2
l Nl−1Nl
)
, where Lc is
number of convolutional layers, M1,l and M2,l denote the
number of rows and columns of each feature map output by
the lth layer, Fl is the side length of the filters used by the lth
layer, Nl−1 and Nl denote the numbers of input and output
feature maps of the lth layer. Specifically, these parameters
are listed in Table I based on the SF-CNN offline training
mentioned above. Then the computational complexity of the
proposed SF-CNN based channel estimation is given by
CSF-CNN-CE
∼ O
(
QNTNR(NT +NR) +NTNR
Lc∑
l=1
F 2l Nl−1Nl
)
, (12)
For the MMSE channel estimation, least-square (LS) chan-
nel estimation needs to be first performed causing FLOPs of
CLS ∼ O(QN2TN2R). The channel covariance matrix is then
calculated based on the LS channel estimation once per chan-
nel realization, which requires the computational complexity
of CMMSE,1 ∼ O(Q2N2TN2R) if considering both spatial and
frequency channel statistics. Finally, the LS channel estimation
is refined by the covariance matrix and the corresponding
FLOPs is CMMSE,2 ∼ O(Q3N3TN3R). Therefore, the overall
computational complexity of MMSE is
CMMSE ∼ O(Q3N3TN3R). (13)
It is hard to compare CSF-CNN-CE with CMMSE straightfor-
wardly in general since the former depends on Lc, Fl, Nl−1,
and Nl besides Q, NT and NR. If NT = 32, NR = 16, Q = 2
and other parameters for the SF-CNN are listed in Table I,
the computational complexity of the proposed SF-CNN based
approach is in the order of magnitude of 108 while MMSE
needs a higher complexity in the order of magnitude of 109.
In addition, the SF-CNN is able to run in a more efficient
parallel manner and the runtime of a channel realization is
only 1.47 × 10−4 seconds by using NVIDIA GeForce GTX
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Fig. 2. SFT-CNN based channel estimation.
1080 Ti GPU. By comparison, the MMSE consumes the time
of about 6.14 × 10−2 seconds per channel realization on the
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU.
IV. SFT-CNN AND SPR-CNN BASED CHANNEL
ESTIMATION
In this section, we first develop a SFT-CNN based chan-
nel estimation approach, which further incorporates channel
temporal correlation into the SF-CNN. Then the SFT-CNN is
modified to the SPR-CNN to mitigate the huge spatial pilot
overhead caused by large-scale antenna arrays.
For time-varying channels, the frequency-domain channel
at the kth subcarrier in (4) becomes [6]
Hk(t) =
√
NTNR
L
L∑
l=1
αle
−j2pi(τlfs kK−νlt)aR(ϕl)aHT (φl),(14)
where νl denotes the Doppler shift of the lth path.
According to [24], [25], the temporal correlation between
channels in successive coherence intervals can be modeled as
Gauss-Markov distribution
Hk[n] = ρHk[n− 1] +
√
1− ρ2Θ[n], n ∈ N+ (15)
where Hk[n] = Hk(nT ) is the discrete-time version of
Hk(t) with T denoting the length of the coherence interval,
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 denotes the temporal correlation coefficient, and
Θ[n] is a random matrix accounting for the innovation process
with unit variance for each entry. (15) clearly demonstrates
that some inherence underlays the channel variation from
the previous coherence interval to the current one and this
correlation can be also exploited to improve the channel
estimation accuracy in addition to the spatial and frequency
correlation. In the following, we first elaborate the SFT-CNN
based channel estimation.
A. SFT-CNN based Channel Estimation
As shown in Fig. 2, we still consider channel estimation
at Q = 2 adjacent subcarriers, k0 and k0 + 1, for ease of
illustration. In time-varying channels, the received pilots after
combining at the receiver in (6) becomes
Yk[n]=
√
PWHHk[n]F+N˜k[n], k ∈ {k0, k0+1}.(16)
5Similar to SF-CNN based channel estimation, Yk[n] is then
processed by the TE module, which generates the tentatively
estimated channel matrices sequentially as
Rk[n] =
√
PGLW
HHk[n]FGR + GLN˜k[n]GR. (17)
Then a SFT-CNN further refines these tentatively estimated
channel matrices by exploiting the spatial, frequency, and
temporal correlation of channels simultaneously. As shown in
Fig. 2, we capture S = 2 successive coherence intervals, n0
and (n0 +1), to describe the channel estimation procedure. In
the n0th coherence interval, the tentatively estimated channel
matrices, Rk0 [n0] and Rk0+1[n0], are input into the SFT-
CNN. A copy of Rk0 [n0] and Rk0+1[n0] is stored in the cache
in order to be used in the next coherence interval. In (n0+1)th
coherence interval, the SFT-CNN receives tentatively esti-
mated channel matrices, Rk0 [n0 + 1] and Rk0+1[n0 + 1],
as well as fetches Rk0 [n0] and Rk0+1[n0] from the cache
to perform joint processing and obtain the estimated channel
matrices as{
Hˆk0 [n0 + 1], Hˆk0+1[n0 + 1]
}
=fΨ(Rk0 [n0],Rk0+1[n0],Rk0 [n0+1],Rk0+1[n0+1]; Ψ), (18)
where Ψ denotes the parameter set of the SFT-CNN. Mean-
while, the cache is updated by replacing Rk0 [n0] and
Rk0+1[n0] with Rk0 [n0 + 1] and Rk0+1[n0 + 1]. In each
coherence interval, the same SFT-CNN is used since it has
learned the general channel temporal correlation instead of
the specific relationship between channels in two successive
coherence intervals.
After summarizing the channel estimation procedure, we
focus on the offline training of the SFT-CNN. Similar to
SF-CNN, the training set consisting of Ntr samples is gen-
erated according to certain channel model in the simula-
tion environment with (Ri,Hi) denoting the ith sample.
Ri ∈ CNR×NT×4 is a three-dimensional matrix composed of
the tentatively estimated channel matrices in the n′0th and
(n′0 + 1)th coherence intervals collected through (17), that
is Ri =
[
Rik′0
[n′0],R
i
k′0+1
[n′0],R
i
k′0
[n′0 + 1],R
i
k′0+1
[n′0 + 1]
]
with n′0 ∈ N+. Hi ∈ CNR×NT×2 is also a three-
dimensional matrix composed of the scaled true channel
matrices in the (n′0 + 1)th coherence interval, that is Hi =[
Hi
k′0
[n′0+1]
c ,
Hi
k′0+1
[n′0+1]
c
]
. As before, c > 0 is the scaling con-
stant to make the value range of the real and imaginary parts
of all the target data, Hi, match the activation function applied
in the output layer of the SFT-CNN and to easily recover the
channel. Then Ri is fed into the SFT-CNN to approximate
the corresponding scaled true channels Hi. The architecture
of the SFT-CNN is similar to the SF-CNN except that it has the
additional input from the previous coherence interval. With the
estimated scaled channel matrices,
Hˆi
k′0
[n′0+1]
c ,
Hˆi
k′0+1
[n′0+1]
c ,
the objective of the SFT-CNN offline training is to minimize
the MSE loss function
MSELoss=
1
Ntrc2
Ntr∑
i=1
2∑
q=1
∥∥Hik′0+q−1[n′0 + 1]
−Hˆik′0+q−1[n
′
0 + 1]
∥∥2
F
. (19)
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Fig. 3. SPR-CNN based channel estimation.
Compared to SF-CNN, SFT-CNN only increases the compu-
tational complexity for the first convolutional layer by S = 2
times, which is a quite minor part in the total computational
complexity according to (12) and Table I. In contrast, if further
incorporating temporal correlation, the complexity of MMSE
channel estimation in (13) becomes
CMMSE ∼ O(S3Q3N3TN3R), (20)
which will be increased significantly even with S = 2.
Therefore, SFT-CNN provides a simple and efficient way to
utilize the channel spatial, frequency, and temporal correlation
simultaneously to improve the channel estimation accuracy.
B. SPR-CNN based Channel Estimation
Large-scale array antennas at both the transmitter and the
receiver incur huge pilot overhead in spatial domain. In this
subsection, we design the SPR-CNN based channel estimation,
which uses much fewer pilots but still guarantees the fairly
good accuracy.
The basic idea of the SPR-CNN based channel estimation
can be summarized as follows:
1) Group D successive coherence intervals as a CEU, in
which channel correlation is utilized to reduce the spatial
pilot overhead. Different CEUs are non-overlapped.
2) In the first coherence interval of each CEU, use full
spatial pilot overhead for channel estimation1. Then the
pilot overhead is reduced in the subsequent coherence
intervals.
3) For the first coherence interval, the receiver uses the
currently received pilots to estimate the current channels.
For the rest coherence intervals, the receivers uses the
currently and all previously received pilots to jointly
estimate the current channels.
Here is the detailed channel estimation procedure. Different
beamforming and combining matrices are employed in differ-
ent coherence intervals of each CEU. As shown in Fig. 3, the
received pilots after combining at the receiver in (16) becomes
Yk[n] =
√
PWH [n]Hk[n]F[n] + N˜k[n], (21)
1Full spatial pilot overhead means that the number of beamforming vectors
is equal to the number of transmit antennas and the number of combining
vectors is equal to the number of receive antennas.
6where F[n] ∈ CNT×MT[n] and W[n] ∈ CNR×MR[n] denote
the beamforming matrix and combining matrix, respectively,
in the nth coherence interval. The corresponding spatial pilot
overhead is given by
p[n] = MT[n]
⌈
MR[n]
NRFR
⌉
. (22)
From (22), the spatial pilot overhead can be saved by reducing
MT[n] or/and MR[n].
Yk[n] is first processed by the TE module and the tenta-
tively estimated channel matrix is given by
Rk[n]= GL[n]Yk[n]GR[n]
=
√
PGL[n]W
H [n]Hk[n]F[n]GR[n]
+GL[n]N˜k[n]GR[n], (23)
where GL[n] and GR[n] are also changed along with the
coherence interval index and are expressed as
GL[n] =
{
W[n], MR[n] < NR,
(W[n]WH [n])−1W[n], MR[n] ≥ NR,
(24)
and
GR[n] =
{
FH [n], MT[n] < NT,
FH [n](F[n]FH [n])−1, MT[n] ≥ NT.
(25)
Then the Rk[n] is processed by the CNN estimation part.
We consider that every D = 4 successive coherence intervals
are grouped as a CEU and capture a certain CEU with the
n0th to the (n0 +3)th coherence intervals, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the n0th coherence interval, full spatial pilot overhead,
i.e., MT[n] = NT and MR[n] = NR, is used to provide
accurate channel information for all coherence intervals of this
CEU. After the TE module, Rk0 [n0] and Rk0+1[n0] are input
into the SPR-CNN-1, which generates the finally estimated
channel matrices, Hˆk0 [n0] and Hˆk0+1[n0]. Meanwhile, a copy
of Rk0 [n0] and Rk0+1[n0] is stored in the cache to provide
additional channel information for the channel estimation of
subsequent coherence intervals. In the (n0 + 1)th coherence
interval, the dimensions of F[n] and W[n] will be reduced
to save the pilot overhead, i.e., MT[n] < NT and MR[n] <
NR
2. Rk0 [n0] and Rk0+1[n0] stored in the cache along with
Rk0 [n0 + 1] and Rk0+1[n0 + 1] are simultaneously input into
SPR-CNN-2 to obtain Hˆk0 [n0 + 1] and Hˆk0+1[n0 + 1]. A
copy of Rk0 [n0 + 1] and Rk0+1[n0 + 1] is also stored in
the cache in addition to Rk0 [n0] and Rk0+1[n0]. All matrices
stored in the cache are used for the joint channel estimation
of the (n0 +2)th coherence interval. Channel estimation in the
(n0 +2)th and (n0 +3)th coherence intervals is similar to that
in the (n0 + 1)th coherence interval. After channel estimation
in the (n0 +3)th coherence interval, the cache will be emptied
and then used for the next CEU. From Fig. 3, four different
SPR-CNNs are employed for respective coherence intervals in
a CEU and reused for all CEUs. The architecture and training
process of the SPR-CNNs are similar to SFT-CNN except that
2Different pilot overheads may be used in different coherence intervals of
a CEU. But for each coherence interval, it and its counterparts in other CEUs
should use the same pilot overhead.
the input are different for different SPR-CNNs. An intuitional
description of the SPR-CNN based channel estimation is given
by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 SPR-CNN based Channel Estimation
Input: The total number of CEUs MCEU, the number of
coherence intervals in each CEU D, spatial pilot overhead
from the second to Dth coherence intervals of each CEU
Output: Estimated channel matrices
Procedure:
1: Initialize the CEU and coherence interval indices as m =
1 and d = 1;
2: Train D different SPR-CNNs for the first to Dth coherence
intervals;
3: for m ∈ [1,MCEU] do
4: for d ∈ [1, D] do
5: if d = 1 then
6: Use full spatial pilot overhead;
7: Tentatively estimate channels according to (23);
8: Store the tentatively estimated channel matrices in
the cache;
9: Input the tentatively estimated channel matrices
of the first coherence interval into SPR-CNN-1 to
obtain the estimated channel matrices of the first
coherence interval;
10: else
11: Use reduced spatial pilot overhead;
12: Tentatively estimate channels according to (23);
13: Store the tentatively estimated channel matrices in
the cache (Invalid for d = D);
14: Input the tentatively estimated channel matrices
from the first to dth coherence intervals into SPR-
CNN-d to obtain the estimated channel matrices
of the dth coherence interval;
15: end if
16: end for
17: Empty the cache and reset d = 1
18: end for
19: return the estimated channel matrices of MCEU CEUs
Among the four SPR-CNNs, SPR-CNN-4 has the highest
complexity with the most input matrices. But it just increases
the complexity of the first convolutional layer by D = 4 times
compared to the SF-CNN in Section.III, which causes limited
impact on the total computational complexity. Therefore, SPR-
CNN based channel estimation saves the spatial pilot overhead
effectively while only increases the complexity slightly.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results of the proposed
CNN based channel estimation approaches and compare them
with non-ideal MMSE using the estimated covariance matrix
and ideal MMSE using the true covariance matrix. We set the
number of antennas at the transmitter, NT = 32, the number
of antennas at the receiver, NR = 16, and the numbers of
RF chains at the transmitter and the receiver NRFT = N
RF
R =
2. F(or F[n]) and W(or W[n]) are set as the first MT(or
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Fig. 4. NMSE versus SNR for the SF-CNN based channel estimation and
MMSE channel estimation.
MT[n]) columns of an NT × NT discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) matrix and the first MR(or MR[n]) columns of an NR×
NR DFT matrix. In Section V.A and Section V.B, we set MT =
32 and MR = 16. The settings of MT[n] and MR[n] will be
introduced in Section V.C.
The channel data are generated according to the 3rd Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) TR 38.901 Release 15 channel
model [23]. Specifically, we use the clustered delay line (CDL)
models with the carrier frequency, fc = 28 GHz, the sampling
rate, fs = 100 MHz, the number of main paths, L = 3, and
the number of subcarriers, K = 64.
For the SF-CNN, the training set, validation set, and testing
set contain 81,000, 9,000, and 19,000 samples, respectively.
The parameters of each layer are set as Table I. Adam is
used as the optimizer. The epochs are set as 800 while the
corresponding learning rates are 10−4 for the first 200 epochs,
5 × 10−5 for the next 400 epochs, and 10−5 for the last
200 epochs, respectively. The batch size is 128. The scaling
constant is set as c = 2. The SFT-CNN and SPR-CNN use
the same parameters as the SF-CNN except that the number
of input matrices is different.
To measure the channel estimation performance, we use the
normalized MSE (NMSE), defined as,
NMSE = EH
{
‖H− Hˆ‖2F /‖H‖2F
}
, (26)
where H and Hˆ refer to the true and estimated channels,
respectively.
A. SF-CNN based Channel Estimation
Fig. 4 shows the NMSE performance versus signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of the proposed SF-CNN based channel
estimation and MMSE channel estimation over two adjacent
subcarriers in the urban micro (UMi) street non-line of sight
(NLOS) scenario. The performance of the SF-CNN based
approach at single subcarrier is also plotted to demonstrate
that frequency correlation is helpful to improve the channel
estimation accuracy. Through offline training, the SF-CNN
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Fig. 5. Robustness of MMSE and SF-CNN based approaches for different
scenarios.
based channel estimation outperforms the non-ideal MMSE
with estimated covariance matrix significantly yet requiring
lower estimation complexity according to this figure and
Section III.B. Moreover, the performance of the SF-CNN
based approach is very close to the ideal MMSE with true
covariance matrix, especially at the low and medium SNRs.
The robustness of the MMSE and proposed SF-CNN based
approaches is shown in Fig. 5. The joint channel estimation
over two subcarriers is considered. The SF-CNN is trained
in the UMi street NLOS scenario and is tested in both
UMi street NLOS scenario and urban macro (UMa) NLOS
scenario. For the MMSE, its covariance matrix is calculated
in the UMi street NLOS scenario and then the channel matrix
is estimated in both UMi street NLOS scenario and UMa
NLOS scenario. According to [23], the power, delay, and
angle profiles of UMa NLOS scenario are quite different from
those of UMi street NLOS scenario. The channel statistics are
unknown to both SF-CNN and MMSE when they predict the
channels in the UMa NLOS scenario. From this figure, the
SF-CNN based channel estimation exhibits good robustness
when facing the significantly different channel statistics. Even
under the mismatched UMa NLOS scenario, the SF-CNN
based approach still outperforms the non-ideal MMSE without
mismatch. In contrast, due to the high dependence on channel
statistics, both the ideal and non-ideal MMSE fail to cope
with the change of channel statistics and suffer significant
performance loss.
B. SFT-CNN based Channel Estimation
Fig. 6 shows the NMSE performance versus SNR of the
SF-CNN, SFT-CNN, and MMSE based channel estimation
approaches in the UMi street NLOS scenario. The MMSE and
proposed SFT-CNN based approaches utilize the channel in-
formation of the previous coherence interval to jointly estimate
the current channels over two subcarriers while the SF-CNN
based approach does not incorporate temporal correlation. By
comparing the circle and square curves, we can clearly see
the effect of temporal correlation on improving the NMSE
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performance with the SFT-CNN based channel estimation. The
comparison between the star and square curves demonstrates
that just utilizing the additional channel information of adja-
cent subcarrier and coherence interval can improve the estima-
tion accuracy remarkably while only increases the complexity
slightly. With the same channel correlation information, the
SFT-CNN based approach outperforms the non-ideal MMSE
significantly in both performance and complexity at the cost
of offline training. It is even very close to the ideal MMSE at
the low and medium SNR.
In Fig. 7, we demonstrate the robustness of the MMSE and
proposed SFT-CNN based approaches using the channel corre-
lation of two subcarriers and two coherence intervals. Similar
to Fig. 5, both the covariance matrix calculation of the MMSE
and the offline training of the SFT-CNN are performed in the
UMi street NLOS scenario with the maximum Doppler spread
fd = 1, 400 Hz. When the testing scenario is unchanged, all
these approaches can achieve good performance. If we test
them in a mismatched scenario, i.e., UMa NLOS scenario
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with fd = 1, 800 Hz in Fig. 7, the performance of both ideal
and non-ideal MMSE severely degrades since the mismatched
covariance matrix is counterproductive when refining the LS
estimated channels. In contrast, the SFT-CNN has learned the
more inherent channel structure and thus exhibits superior
robustness to the significantly different scenarios.
C. SPR-CNN based Channel Estimation
In Fig. 8, we verify the effectiveness of the SPR-CNN
based channel estimation in the UMi street NLOS scenario,
where every D = 4 successive coherence intervals are grouped
as a CEU. In each CEU, we set MT[n] = NT = 32,
MR[n] = NR = 16, for d = 1, and MT[n] = 16, MR[n] = 4,
for d = 2, 3, 4. So the average spatial pilot overhead of the
SPR-CNN based approach is pSPR-CNN =
∑4
d=1 p[d]
4 = 88
and the ratio of it over the full pilot overhead is r =
pSPR-CNN
pfull
= 88256 ≈ 13 . For fair comparison, the ideal and non-
ideal MMSE based approaches in Fig. 8 also use the above
parameter settings. In addition, the SF-CNN based channel
estimation at single subcarrier with full pilot overhead is
plotted as a baseline that only utilizes spatial correlation. From
the figure, the SPR-CNN based channel estimation achieves
comparable performance to the SF-CNN based approach but
only requires about one third of pilot overhead at the cost of
slightly increased complexity. This means that the additional
frequency and temporal correlation has been efficiently utilized
by the proposed SPR-CNN based approach to reduce the
spatial pilot overhead significantly. On the contrary, both the
ideal and non-ideal MMSE perform bad even if using the
same channel correlation information as the SPR-CNN based
approach, which reveals that the proposed approach is robust
to the reduction of spatial pilot overhead.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed the deep CNN based
channel estimation approaches for mmWave massive MIMO-
OFDM systems. The SF-CNN based channel estimation is
9first proposed to simultaneously utilize spatial and frequency
correlation. To further incorporate the temporal correlation in
the real scenario, we develop the SFT-CNN based approach.
Finally, considering the huge spatial pilot overhead caused
by massive antennas, we design the SPR-CNN based channel
estimation to mitigate this problem. Numerical results show
that the proposed SF-CNN and SFT-CNN based approaches
outperform the non-ideal MMSE estimator yet requiring lower
complexity and achieve the performance very close to the
ideal MMSE estimator. Even if the channel statistics are
different, the proposed approaches can still achieve fairly
good performance. The SPR-CNN based channel estimation
is efficient to save the spatial pilot overhead significantly with
minor performance loss.
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